
UNO HD Series.  
A clear advantage.
The new UNO HD Series mixing clears.

Perfection  
made simple



TopcoatMIX 
T 2A55 UNO HD Series mixing clear

FastTOP 
C 2A44 Clear coat, fast drying

PerformTOP 
C 2A54 Clear coat, universal

SpeedADD 
A 2A14 Speed additive

ADVANCE SERIES

The new Advance Series UNO HD Series of mixing clears deliver on performance every 
time. Now the same hardeners and thinners can be used for clear coats and topcoats. In 
addition to this there’s only one mixing component instead of two. This leads to easier and 
faster processes, less stock and less waste. It features improved drying performance, a clear 
advantage over the competition. Advance your body shop – choose the Advance Series 
UNO HD Series mixing clears.

Advance Series - clear coat especially for ONYX HD basecoat. A fast-drying clear coat for 
increased productivity - whether it's for minor damage repair or complete car sides. Select 
hardener and reducer according to ambient temperature and size of the object to be painted. 
Drying times can be influenced by the choice of hardener, thinner and application. Additive A 
2A14 SpeedADD can reduce drying times. Polish after specified drying time and cooling. 

Advance Series - clear coat especially for ONYX HD basecoat. Improve's productivity 
with this easy-to-apply clear coat, that is perfect for a broad range of applications. Drying 
times can be influenced by the choice of hardener, thinner and application. Additive A 2A14 
SpeedADD can reduce drying times. Polish after specified drying time and cooling.

Advance Series - Speed additive for ADVANCE Series undercoats and clear coats. Enables 
reduced drying times and increases the chemical reactivity of the products it is used with, 
allowing shorter waiting times before sanding, polishing operations or reassembly can be 
started.
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Joshua Doore Building,
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National Sales: 011 872 1217 | sales@rbsautogroup.co.za

RSB Automotive & Industrial is a proud R-M Distributor.

Perfection  
made simple


